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Posted on November 22, 2013 - 04:12 PM Hallo! Is this translation useful' Can we have it on an electronic sword? Is it copyrighted? Posted November 23, 2013 - 10:34 PM So says: Lord, let a wise man boast of his wisdom, and let nine mighty men boast of their might, let a rich man to Boast of his wealth; but let him boast that he
understands and knows me, (Jeremiah 9:23-24a) defenders of faith tend to be bitter until they learn to walk in the light of the Lord. Once you have learned to walk in the light of the Lord, bitterness and contention are impossible. --Oswald Chambers, in Biblical psychology quoted by Oswald Chambers. Posted on 24 November 2013 - 02:57
PM Thanks abound, Baunllaw! You provide a perfect answer, grace, to ponder these versions! Blessings! johanseb Edited by johanseb, 24 November 2013 - 03:04 PM. Posted 14 May 2014 - 08:52 PM I'm glad I found that first link to George Lamsa's English translation of the Peshitta. But I realized it was just the NT. Is anyone working on
OT? Posted on 15 May 2014 - 05:01 AM You may want to explore this site If you don't care non-electronic sword extension you may just have a bing or Google search like this one you will find some good resources as well amp;amp;FORM=QSRE2 so says The Lord, Let the wise man not boast about his wisdom, and let the mighty man
boast of his ability, let a rich man boast about his wealth, but let him boast that he understands and knows me, (Jeremiah 9:23-24a) The defenders of faith tend to be bitter until they learn to walk in the light of the Lord. Once you have learned to walk in the light of the Lord, bitterness and contention are impossible. --Oswald Chambers, in
Biblical psychology quoted by Oswald Chambers. Posted on 02 February 2016 - 11:08 PM Hollow! Is this translation useful' Can we have it on an electronic sword? Is it copyrighted? Hi Johanseb, I am the editor of what is called the Aramac Bible in plain English on Biblehub. It is now called the original New Aryan in plain English, and we
are into our version 8. We have a module for the original New Aryan in plain English, as well as Aramaic - the new interlinear English, which was based on it, which we have done with word numbers and an Aryan dictionary module numbered. We have modules for esword HD, LT, PC and Mac as well as Android. You can go to our
website and look for links to get modules, we sell them as a bundle for $15- after all once you module why shouldn't you be able to use it on any device that you want? We are working out bugs our Estrangela font version will be sending updates to customers soon, all updates to our modules are free. You have an interlinear NT number,
simple Dictionary, full notes and commentary. The interlinear number comes in both a simple and vocal version that gives an Oriental pronunciation of all words in the NT, right next to the Aryan word. It's a great song and perfect for those wanting to learn how to sing Aryans. We are working on translating OT, we actually have more than
3/4 of the OT done in interlinear form at this point.  You'll see an interlinear module coming out this year.. At least that's my map we'll try to do an interlinear number of old Aryan Peshitta and an updated dictionary at the same time, but simple Interlinear will be up soon.  Our version of the standard is better than the Lamsa version, if you
have some study on it you will see that it is considered by most to be a relatively poor translation as it was heavily affected after KJV.  Not that KJ V is bad, but it's not like you're doing a good translation.  Our translations are direct and literal, the word for word translation and our simple English versions are based entirely on the interline. 
We remain completely transparent in the way that Dave Bacher, our translator, has translated these versions.  That's why we have a dictionary that links to Dukhrana.com and comprehensive Aryan lexical online, a total of more than six dictionaries, all available on any electronic sword or mysword version with web access. These modules
are a group of tools that are available nowhere and will be really useful for anyone wanting to do word studies at Peshitta NT. Blessing and Peace, Team. Posted on 04 October 2016 - 02:35 AM we just uploaded a free version of this simple English module for eSword for PC.  You can find it under the Download Module. Posted on 04
October 2016 - 05:02 PM Thank you, Tim, for your new resources. I am downloading the free version now, so consider it carefully! Lots of blessings! Johanseb Free61.03 MB continues to download the now new Aryan Bible app for free. Read the Bible and share God's words with the Bible. This Aryan version (specifically Serian, or
Eastern Aryan) is of the new Gospel, known as the Preyta. The pretrail (p t) is the standard biblical version for churches in St. Serin. New Testament Matthew Mark Luke John Acts Romans 1 Corinthians 2 Corinthians Galatians Ephesians Philippians Colossians 1 Thessalonians 2 Thessalonians 2 Thessalonians 1 Timothy 2 Timothy Titus
Philemon Hebrews James 1 Peter 2 Peter 1 John 2 John 3 John Jude Publisher Janice Ong Published Were 2016-09-07 Languages Category English Education Sub-Category Reference Tool File Size 61.03 MB Total Download 2076 License Model Free N/A Price Here you can change the fiery Bible (NT) new since it was posted on our
website on 2016-11-09. The latest version is 1.0 It was updated on soft112.com 2018-03-28. See below the variations of each version: Josephus wrote: I have also taken a lot of pains to learn the Greeks, and I understand elements of the Greek language, although I am so accustomed to myself to speaking our own language, that I cannot
pronounce Greek accurately; for our nation it does not encourage those who learn the languages of many nations, and therefore their discourses with the smoothness of periods. It is self-adorned; because they look upon this kind of success as common, not only to a variety of free men, but also to many servants as please learn them. But
they give him the testimony of being wise, who is quite familiar with our laws, and is able to interpret their meaning; —Antiquities XX, XI.Josephus' testimony was not talked about greek in the first century Israel and the extreme rarity in terms of a Greek Hebrew knowing is also supported by a quiet new certificate known as Aram Peshitta.
Although the Greek NT and greek translations of the NT contradict Josephus' testimony by saying that it was the Greeks who communicated with Jesus Christ and the Apostle Paul, the Aryan NT still supports Josephus' testimony by saying that they were either Aryans or Pagan(s). Below are a few examples.1. Mark 7:26 (NIV Translation)
- The woman was a Greek, born in Syrian Phoenicia. But she was a pagan woman from Phoenicia of Syria, and she was begging him to cast out the demon from her daughter. 2. Acts 20:21 (NIV) - I have declared to both the Jews and the Greeks that they shall repent to God and believe in Jesus our Lord. Acts 20:21 (Book The Original
Aramaic New Testament in Plain English, Page. 206) - While I was testifying to the Jews and to the Aramaeans about returning to God and the faith in Our Lord Yeshua The Messiah. 3. Acts 19:17 (KJV) - and this was known to all Jews and Greeks also residing in Eps; And fear fell upon them all, and the name of Jesus of God was
magnification. Acts 19:17 (Book The Original Aramaic New Testament in Plain English, Page. 204) - And this became known to all the Jews and Aramaeans dwelling in Ephesaus and great fear fell upon all of them, and the name of Our Lord Yeshua The Messiah was exalted. It should be noted that Jews(s) are often mistakenly written as
Jewish(s) in English. For further evidence on the authenticity of the Aryan NT (Aramaic Peshitta), this video (below) and this document (below) are recommended. if anyone is interested in learning the Aryan language (aka The Heads) spoken by Jesus Christ, the first century israel, and in the Aryan Peshitta, then the book is
recommended an introduction to Seria by Wheeler Thackston. The pdf file of this book is written in the link below in zipx. interlinear translation of Paul Younan (Aryan Peshitta) - The Gospel of Matthew 1 to Acts 16 - 1 Maccabees is available in the Aryan version here - Josephus' Judys' War Book Six (in Aryan language) available below.
Josephus's Book of Six Jewish Wars describes the fall of Jerusalem, which occurred in 70 p.m., and the link will also provide more information about the new evidence in the Aryan and Aryan languages that were the languages of Jesus Christ and Josephus. here is a link to the Aryan revelation (Crawford Codex) - Here is the deception of
the Dead Sea Scroll - another infos 1) fiery old (called Ar peshitta Tanakh) used in the first century of Israel available here - 2) the Talmud of the tradition of the elders in the first century of Israel was called opposed by Jesus Christ (Matthew 15, Mark 7). More information about Talmud can be read here - The Aryan Peshitta includes Peter
II, John II, John III, Jude, and Not Revelation. A unique Aryan revelation survives in Crawford Codox. Some scholars believe that Peter II was not written by The Messenger of Peter.  This is due to its similarities with jude, which has apotripal writings. Peter II includes the Greek word for Heresies (2 Peter 2:1 in Crawford codex) and
apocryphal elements (2 Peter 2:4) that give the impression that it may have been written in Greek by someone else and not the Messenger of Peter. Although Aryan OT and NT Aryan have some popular loan words (e.g., Qrostelos for crystals or crystal stones) from Greek, the Greek word for Heresies is never really used in Aryan OT and
NT Aryan other than this verse (2 Peter 2:1). Scientists Psita John II and John III are believed to have not been written by The Apostle John (who spoke Aryan as his language). The letters were written in Greek. For example, the Greek word antiquestos at 2 John 1:7 Crawford Codox. The term is never used in Aryan psitas. Unlike Peter II,
Jude, John II and John III, the Aryan revelation (in Crawford Codox) is believed to be a copy Original Aramaic Revelation written by Apostle John. Contrary to the Greek revelation (filled with errors), the Aryan revelation in Crawford of revelation has great grammar, solves the fire temples, errors and confusions in the Greek revelation and
follows the prophecies of Jesus Christ (Matthew 24, Mark 13, Luke 21, etc.) honestly. Josephus's aforementioned testimony (Antiquities XX XI) is also supported by an Old Testament in which The Governor Ninthia was angry with the Hebrews (aka Judah) and cursed the Hebrews when they abandoned their language and religious
lifestyle in favor of cultures and languages of Ashed, Mobits and Ammonia (Nehemiah 13:23-26). 13:23-26).
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